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Terms and Conditions
Placing an order
Please describe what items you require via email. Please provide your mailing address. Be
aware as most parts are made on demand and waiting time will occur.
When an order is placed and deposit paid (If required) gets you in line. We do not bump people
that have placed orders and paid deposits before you. First come first served policy applies.
Payment
Stocks require a 50% deposit as they are made on demand. Cancelling your order will forfeit
your deposit.
Any exchange rates, electronic payment fees, wire transfers, bank fees associated with
purchases are the responsibility of the purchaser. All prices on the price list excludes these fees
and shipping.
Final payment is due no later than 30 days from work completion. Service charge of 2% per
month after will be applied to final bill.
Shipping
Shipping fees are calculated at time of shipment. A shipping quote is a quote as rates can and
do change before goods are ready for shipment.
International orders. Any broker fees, importing fees or importing taxes are the responsibility of
the purchaser. We will not reduce prices on customs forms for international shipments. Ensure
your country allows these parts to be imported. That is your responsibility.
All shipments are shipped tracked and require a signature. Insurance is highly recommended
and we will provide shipping costs showing with and without insurance.
Parts will be either bubble wrapped or foam wrap with additional paper packing to reduce
movement.
Duplication
We use original stocks that are over 100 years old. They may have imperfections such as flat
spots from the factory. We will try to feather these out the best we can, however they may still
be present. Cutter marks are rare but do happen. Depending on the depth of the cutter mark
and location, they maybe present. Sanding them out may drastically alter the stock profile.
We cannot guarantee colour or wood figure of the wood before hand. The duplication process
will show that and once oiled. Minimum of four coats of linseed oil will be applied before
shipping. Knots in non critical areas maybe present on rare occasions. That does not exclude
the rifle from function and not considered a defect.
Oil tube hole in the butt is not drilled out. To help reduce people from passing the rifle as all
original, we do not drill them out.
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Time for duplication varies on orders and availability of wood. Generally no more than 3 months
from time of order to shipping. If longer we will communicate that to you.
We use our barrelled actions, bayonet bands, mid bands, butt plate with screws for fitting. We
try to make the drop in as easy as possible for you. Mid bands and butt plates from your
original rifle maybe bent and not fit properly. You may have to alter them to fit the stock.
Bedding compound maybe necessary on certain areas. This is due to cutter grabbing at the
wrong time and place. The stocks are long and like to flex. We try not to use it if we can.
On rare occasions a stock may twist/warp. All stocks are straight when it leaves, however due
to diﬀerent climates that may occur during transportation and or the location you reside in may
cause this to happen. We cannot be held responsible for this. We can oﬀer suggestions on
fixing this if it does occur.
Other Parts
Bayonet bands will not have the stacking swivel attached. We cannot produce a good
replication of them.
As some parts are 3d metal printed they may have very fine lines that cannot be removed
100%. We will try our best to remove these lines. They may also not be exactly like the
originals.
Some screws are produced on a manual lathe while others are ready made screws that have
been altered.
Butt Stamps
We use reproduction butt stamps. They are not exactly the same as the originals. We can also
oﬀer year and serial number marks to the stock at no additional charge. Please provide that
information at time of stock order.
Assembly
Assembly requires tools. Use proper screw drivers and place a thick towel or some other
material to help protect the wood when using the screw driver. Bayonet bands and mid bands
may require tapping in place. Use a wood block as a buﬀer or plastic mallet. Stock cracks from
loose receiver screws during firing are not our responsibility.
As stated previously all stocks will be fitted with our hardware prior to leaving. We will take
pictures of it stocked up and provide them via email once they are completed.
Agreement
By agreeing to these terms and conditions we can do business. During email correspondence
we will ask you if you agree to them. A copy of that email will be saved for future reference if
required.
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BAYONET BANDS
MKIII Band Includes cross screw

$150

MKII 1 Star Band Includes cross screw

$150

MKII 2 Star Band Includes wood screw

$150

MKII 3 Star Band includes wood screw

$150

MID BANDS
Mid Band Fit MKIII and MKII

$85

Mid Band Screw and nut

$7

RECEIVER SCREWS
$25

MKIII Receiver Screws price per set (Individual $15)
MKII Receiver Screws (Three) (Individual $15)
MKII Match Receiver Screws (Three) (Individual $TBA)

$37.50
TBA

FRONT SIGHT PARTS
Sight blade fit MKII and MKIII Made tall so you can file down if needed

$25

Sight Hood with screws

$25

Sight Base MKII with charger guide with screws.

$190

Sight Base MKIII with screws

$100

REAR SIGHT BRIDGES
MKIII Bridge

$150

MKII Match Charger Bridge

$190

SIGHTS
NO REAR SIGHTS ARE AVAILABLE
SWIVEL
Butt Swivel MKIII (Temp Unavailable)

$25

Receiver Swivel for MKII (One near trigger guard)

$25

STOCKS FINISHED Includes upper wood
1905 MKII 1 Star

$550

1905 MKII 2 Star (Military or Civilian)

$550
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1905 MKII 3 Star

$550

1910 MKIII Military

$550

Ross Cadet (No Upper Wood Required)

$300

Stock Pieces
MKIII Upper wood C-clip installed

$65

MKII 3 Star Upper Wood Rear C-clip Installed (2 Pieces)

$65

MKII 2 Star Military upper wood C-clip installed (2 Pieces)

$65

MKII 2 Star Commercial one piece C-clip Installed

$65

For-ends MKII 1-3 star and MKIII (Wood Working Skills Required and
finishing required)

$85

BARRELS 303 British Four Groove
(Threaded but not chambered, no extractor groove cut. Gun smithing
required)
MKII Barrel (Currently unavailable)

TBA

MKIII Barrel (Currently Unavailable)

TBA

T
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